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locking Down the
Third Screen
How Wireless Firms Thwart Users' Access to Content

Wireless handsets increasingly offer more
than tetherless telephone calls, text messaging
and ringtones. Next generation networks and
the sophisticated handsets that access them,
offer a variety of new information, commu-
nications and entertainment ("ICE") services.
Wireless handsets have begun tofunction more
like mobile computers offering consumers
a third screen alternative to televisions and
larger desktop and laptop computers.

The wireless third screen has the poten-
tial to offer users mobile access to everything
the Internet can provide. However it has
become clear that most wireless carriers have
a financial interest in steering subscribers to
a more limited "walled garden" of content
and services provided by the carrier, an affil-
iate of the carrier, or a third party that has
secured preferential access to the carrier's
subscribers in exchange for sharing revenues.
Unlike computer terminals where users have
easy and unfettered opportunities to exit the
carrier's walled garden, wireless subscribers
may experience difficulty, if not impossibility
in achieving the same sort of operational
flexi bility.

While Internet Service Providers (/lISPs")
have limited control over users' computer
terminals, wireless carriers can and do impose
substantial operational limitations on handset
use. Some of these restrictions represent
necessary safeguards in light of the fact that
wireless handsets use scarce radio spectrum.
But most restrictions result when carriers seek
to recoup financial subsidies for handsets sold
in conjunction with new or renewed service
agreements. Additionally carriers seek stra-
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tegic opportunities to squeeze out more reve-
nues per subscriber and to prevent migration
to the services of another carrier.

National regulatory authorities (/lNRAs/l)
must balance the carriers' interests in finding
new revenue centers to pay for next genera-
tion network upgrades and subscribers' inter-
ests in maximizing their freedom to use hand-
sets they own. NRAs should help promote
carriers' exploitation of technological and
marketplace innovations that make it possible
for wireless carriers to provide a combination
of telecommunications, information and video
programming services. But regulators also
must guard against carrier anticompetitive
strategies designed to favor their ICE services
by handicapping access to alternative sources.
This paper will consider the regulatory quan-
dary presented by third screen convergence
and what NRAs can do to promote competi-
tion and innovation in ICE services.

A regulatory quandary
Innovations in wireless handsets make it

possible for devices to provide access to a
variety of ICE services that include telephone
calling, information services, e-commerce
applications, position location functions, aswell
as access to the Internet and video program-
ming. Wireless handsets have become an elec-
tronic Swiss Army knife capable of exploiting
ICE convergence and easily toggling between
first, second and third generation wireless
functions. In the first generation of wireless
handsets users made mobile telephone calls
almost exclusively. With digitization in the
second generation, subscribers could engage
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in text messaging, photography, music down-
loading and other functions that rely on
memory storage, keypads and video screens.
In the evolving third generation the wireless
handset can toggle between legacy functions
and new features that can convert the handset
into a mobile computer terminal, television
set, and platform for access most multimedia
content.

NRAs appear ill-equipped to apR/X
different regulatory regimes to th¢ sa

enterprise

NRAs appear ill-equipped to apply different
regulatory regimes to the same enterprise
that now can easily shift functions. Prior to
the onset of robust technological and market
convergence, N RAs could erect different
and mutually exclusive regulations based on
the single set of functions anyone enter-
prise would offer. NRAs in most nations have
established different regulatory requirements
for broadcasters, cable television operators,
telephone companies, and Internet Service
Providers based on the specific characteristics
of each type operator. Most NRAs have yet to
address the impact of convergence that makes
it possible for both carriers to offer, and user
operated devices to access, a combination of
services and functions that run the gamut of
regulatory classifications.

To make matters even more complicated
in the wireless marketplace, carriers blend
content and conduit making it all but impos-
sible to establish "bright line" regulatory
demarcations between the provision of tele-
communications transmission services and
the content these links transmit. In previous
regulatory regimes NRAs could separate the
content provider from the content carrier
subjecting the former to little, if any, govern-
ment oversight while subjecting the latter to
extensive common carrier price and quality of
service regulation.
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No sustainable model in
convergence

In the United States, the Federal Commu-
nications Commission ("FCC") has created a
largely deregulated classification, information
services, and seeks to classify as many conver-
gence services as plausible into that category
with an eye toward promoting marketplace
driven competition and innovation. The
FCC has opted to ignore or subordinate the
conduit function provided by carriers and to
emphasize that these carriers provide access
to video content and information services.
Reviewing courts have endorsed this regula-
tory and semantic sleight of hand, but the FCC
has offered no sustainable model for treat-
ment of convergent services, such as Voice
over the Internet Protocol ("VoIP") telephony
and Internet Protocol Television ("IPTV") that
the FCC wants to treat as unregulated services
even as they compete directly with pre-
existing ("Iegacy") common carrier telephone
and television service providers. The FCC has
largely accepted the view that wireless carriers
need to qualify for a deregulated "safe harbor"
if they are to have the necessary incentives to
invest in next generation infrastructure and
spectrum auctions. The FCC blilethy ignores
the likely probability that incumbent wireless
carriers would invest in any new spectrum to
foreclose market entry by new competitors
and the growing reliance of incumbent wire-
line carriers on wireless services to generate
revenues in light of declines in previous core
market segments, e.g., local and long distance
telephone service.

Finding the Way Forward
A regulatory vacuum currently exists for

wireless ICE services. Most NRAs have yet to
state explicitly what regulatory requirements
wireless carriers incur when they provide both
content and conduit for next generation ICE
services. For nations predisposed to support
marketplace competition and deregulation
wireless carriers appear to have assumed that
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they can avoid conventional telecommunica-
tions regulatory burdens.

For example, in the United States wireless
carriers have actively and aggressively limited
subscribers' handset flexibility and freedom
without punishment. Wireless carriers can
lock handset access to content and lock out
content providers' access to handsets. Set out
below is a list of existing lock out strategies:

» Locking handsets so that they cannot
access competitor networks (by frequency,
transmission format, firmware or soft-
ware); in the U.S. carriers even lock hand-
sets designed to allow multiple carrier
access by changing an easily inserted
Subscriber Identity Module ("SIM");

» Using firmware "upgrades" to "brick," i.e.,
render inoperative, the handset or alter-
natively disable third party firmware and
software;

» Disabling handset functions, e.g., blue-
tooth, Wi-Fi access, Internet browsers, GPS
services, and email clients;

» Specifying formats for accessing memory,
e.g., music, ringtones, and photos;

» Creating "walled garden" access to
favored video content of affiliates and
partners; and using proprietary, non-stan-
dard interfaces making it difficult for third
parties to develop compatible applications
and content.

Imposing safeguards?
NRAs need to impose safeguards that

prevent wireless carriers from imposing limi-
tations on handsets that have nothing to
do with legitimate network management
and everything to do with favoring affili-
ated content providers and erecting barriers
to subscriber access to third party service
providers. These safeguards should specify
that subscribers have a right to use any tech-
nically compatible handset to access any avail-
able source of content, software or computer
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application whether or not affiliated with the
wireless carrier providing the link. Long ago
NRAs rejected any attempt by wireline carriers
to limit, block or disable access by handsets
bought from unaffiliated suppliers. Consumers
take for granted the right to buy and operate
their own telephones for access to wireline
networks and the same principle should apply
for access to wireless networks.

Already some purchasers of Apple iPhones
and other cellphones have resorted to "self
help" tactics to eliminate manufacturer or
carrier-imposed limitations on the handset's
versatility, features and access to third party
applications and content. Rather than all but
criminalise such tactics, NRAs should establish
a handset technical certification process that
makes it possible for any handset, operating
in the proper format and frequency, to access
any carriers' network. At the very least NRAs
should expressly adopt an explicit policy that
forecloses wireless operators from imposing
handset restrictions having no basis in legiti-
mate network management.

Rather than wait for a consumer revolt,
NRAs should state explicitly that:

» Wireless subscribers have the right to
attach any handset that complies with
standards designed to protect networks
from technical harm; Wireless operators
should bear the burden of proving that a
particular handset would cause technical
harm and therefore should not receive
NRA certification;

» Wireless subscribers have the right to use
their handsets to access any service, soft-
ware, application and content available by
subscriber imputed commands or instruc-
tions. N RAs should expressly state that
wireless operators should have an affir-
mative duty to receive, switch, route and
transmit such subscriber keyed commands
or instructions; and

» Suppliers of software, applications,
services and content accessible via wireless
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networks have the right to offer them to
subscribers subject to a reasonable deter-
mination by carriers that such access will
not cause technical harm to the carriers'
networks. NRAs should reserve the right
to mediate and resolve disputes over tech-
nical compatibility of any software, appli-
cations, services and content accessible via
a wireless carrier network.

Additionally NRAs need to exercise vigi-
lance for excessive market consolidation as
is occurring in many areas. When wireless
carriers acquire market share by buying out
competitors consumers have fewer opportu-
nity to "vote with their feet" when dissatis-
fied with service provided by their existing
carrier. Already wireless carriers can engage
in "consciously parallel" conduct where they
offer roughly the same terms and conditions
for service. For example, in the United States
no carrier offers a discounted rate for existing
or prospective customers who already have a
handset available and who do not trigger a
subsidy by seeking a new phone.

Lastly NRAs need to force wireless carriers
to operate in a more transparent and forth-
right manner regarding the cost of service.
Many wireless carriers have managed to insert
into consumers' bills surcharges that appear
as a tax or other type of compulsory fee.
Without the duty to file tariffs and standard
service terms and conditions, some wireless
carriers can impose unanticipated charges.
When handsets can access a much larger
array of ICE services it becomes more essential
that wireless carriers fully disclose instances
where they offer subscribers superior access to
content and preferential access to subscribers
for specific content providers. Not all quality
of service and price differentials violate a
reasonable conceptualization of fairness and
neutrality. But on the other hand the failure to

disclose instances of price and QOS discrimi-
nation creates the appearance of impropriety
and anticompetitive conduct.

Conclusion
Requiring transparency and fair dealing

by carriers providing the underlying trans-
mission capacity for ICE services serves the
national interest. Unfortunately the issue of
imposing such straightforward requirements
has become immersed in a larger debate
about how much flexibility ISPs should have
to diversify services. The so-called network
neutrality debate addresses what constitutes
lawful price and service discrimination by
ISPs, but opponents have managed to frame
the debate as an unlawful attempt to impose
common carrier responsibilities. While ISPsdo
not operate as telecommunications common
carriers, wireless radiotelephone companies
typically do. NRAs have lawful authority to
impose network neutrality obligations on
wireless carriers in their capacity as telecom-
munications service providers.

NRAs face a regulatory quandary when
wireless carriers augment telecommunica-
tions with new ICE services. The carriers want
to leverage these new services as grounds
for elimination of just about any government
oversight, particularly in light of the apparent
inability of NRAs to subject a single enterprise
to more than one regulatory regime. However
the onset of new services, which may qualify
for classification as something other than a
common carriage telecommunications service
does not by itself vitiate or justify elimination
of the initial regulatory requirements. NRAs
and wireless carriers will need to learn how
to operate in an environment where two or
more regulatory regimes apply when hand-
sets access telecommunications, information
and video services.
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